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Foreword
It is an honour to be Chairman of the Alexandra Park Cricket Club in this special year. I remember the
Centenary matches well although I was a little young to play at the time, or attend the celebratory dinner,
at just 13 years old. My own time at the club, from before I can remember, ensures I understand how
much work has gone in to keeping the club going over the last 125 years and for this year’s celebrations
themselves.
I would like to take this opportunity specifically to thank our President, Bryan King, for his efforts in
putting together this history. There are too many people to thank for all their efforts over the years and I
hope that most, if not all, have been named somewhere within. For those who have been missed, or feel
they have been underrepresented, please excuse us and remember the work it takes from the limited
number of volunteers we have.
We look forward to a year where we entertain both the MCC and CCC, of whom we are founding
members, as well as the 1987 League side for what I’m sure will prove memorable games to mark our
anniversary. We look forward too, to the end of year celebratory dinner at Alexandra Palace to which I
hope to be allowed to attend. Please make every effort to support your club during the year and here’s
looking forward to our 150th celebrations!
Alistair Wilson
Chairman, Alexandra Park Cricket Club

Alexandra Park Cricket Club
125th Anniversary Commemorative Brochure

In February 1988 – the year of our Centenary - Sir Donald Bradman kindly supplied a
foreword for our Centenary Programme which is reproduced below:-

I would like to take this opportunity
to wish the Alexandra Park Club every
success in your centenary season. My
memories of the ground are limited to
one visit in 1934, when I shot my
coaching film ‘How to Play Cricket’. I
can recall a marvellous pavilion in the
middle of a racecourse, but time dims
the memory somewhat! Nevertheless
the ideals of the game then still apply
today.
To the next 100!
Yours,
Sir Donald Bradman, AC

We are now a quarter of the way to that
‘next 100’ and this brochure celebrates
the entire 125 years of our existence so
far, providing a brief history and details
of the special matches which will mark
our centenary and a quarter.

Sir Don with WA Pegrum (left) and CE Marten
(right) on the steps of the pavilion at the
Racecourse Ground on 19th September, 1934

Early Days
One gas lit Christmas during the later years of the nineteenth century, a small boy in
North London received a present from his mother which was to have far-reaching effects
on the lives of both him, his friends and thousands of others during the following century
and a quarter. The boy was EA (Ernest) Cawdron and the present was a set of cricket
stumps. Ernest and his friend and fellow choirboy JW Lock gave those stumps plenty of
use in the following years and in 1888 they formed the Alexandra Park Cricket Club.

1st XI – 1900
EA Cawdron, E Ridgway, A Hemmings, P Knight, D Munday, RH Cawdron
G Seager, JW Lock (capt), HA Clarke, SH Moore
JS Knight, FE Jackson

The club’s earliest cricket was played on a piece of waste ground at the end of Victoria
Road, near the corner of Dagmar Road and Crescent Road. In 1896 the club
amalgamated with St Michael’s (Wood Green) CC and moved to their first really private
ground - the Victoria Cricket Ground - on the site now occupied by Outram, Clyde and
Harcourt Roads and owned then by the Gas, Light and Coke Company. After spending
the 1904 season sharing a ground in Palmers Green, the club became a wandering side for
the only time in its history during the 1905 season. The membership had reduced
considerably by this time and the future looked bleak. Adversity, however, had a
stimulating effect on what remained of the club, and two crucial decisions made at the
end of that wandering season were to stabilize the club and set a course for the future.
One was to amalgamate with Wood Green Tradesmen’s CC, who became the Thursday
section of the club. The other was to seek permission to play on the Racecourse Ground.
This was obtained, and the combined clubs played the first season (1906) on part of the
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Racecourse Ground – the other part being used by the Great Northern Railway Athletic
Club.
The move precipitated an increase in playing strength and some notable feats were
achieved on the field. In July 1910 the 1st XI dismissed Dulwich Hamlet for 6 runs, EA
Cawdron taking 5 wickets for 2 runs and HA Clarke 3 for 4. A partnership of 235 was put
up twice in 1911, by JAE Peschier and CJ Tolfree — against North London for the 2nd
wicket and Muswell Hill for the 1st wicket. James Peschier had the distinction of playing
for Middlesex at around this time, and Stanley Trick (Essex) was another AP county
cricketer.
When the Great Northern club moved to a new ground at Gordon Hill in 1912, APCC
came into possession of the lease for the entire Racecourse Ground and began gradually
to extend and improve the playing area. By the time the First World War started the club
fielded four regular Saturday elevens as well as the Thursday side, and a quickly growing
tennis section.

1st XI – 1912
JT Jackson, CJ Tolfree, H Robotham, SW Brent, W Ashley, H Burgess
JS Wood, SA Trick (also Essex CC), EA Cawdron (capt), CH Johnson, A Bird
C Brent, GB Garnham (Hon Sec), GF Brazendale

Absence of members of AP and other clubs on wartime service naturally reduced the
fixture list drastically, but throughout the war facilities for cricket were maintained and
one eleven was regularly fielded. This continuity enabled the club to get into its stride very
quickly after the war and by 1921 four Saturday elevens were again having regular fixtures.
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The Golden Age
‘The Golden Age’ is a term well known to aficionados of the first class game. It alludes to
that period in cricket history during Edwardian times when, allegedly, cricket was played
in perpetual sunshine; top quality, classical stroke-playing batsmen were prolific both in
number and runs scored and cricket was played how cricket ‘ought’ to be played. Whether
that era was always as ‘golden’ as the myths suggest is doubtful, but the image remains
both powerful and nostalgic, and strengthened paradoxically by the passing of time and
generations. Alexandra Park’s ‘golden age’ began rather later - in the twenties. It was
‘golden’ in that during the following decade or so the club established itself both
administratively and on the field as one of the strongest clubs in London.
One of the main contributory factors to this strength was undoubtedly the continuity of
several members who remained with the club over many years as players and
administrators — a tradition which remains alive today. Ernest Cawdron, joint founder,
was club skipper for over 40 years, and GB (George) Garnham was Secretary for 27 years
and Treasurer for 18 years. Elliott Marten, whose active service at the club spans the early
twenties right up to the seventies, had lengthy spells as Team Secretary, Tour Manager,
Chairman and President. Another reason for AP’s increasing strength was the folding of
two local clubs in the twenties — the Albemarle and Friern Barnet Club and the West
Hornsey CC. Several members of both clubs helped swell the AP ranks and enabled the
club to field 5 Saturday elevens for the first time in 1926 and then in 1928 a Sunday side.
A third and crucial factor in the club’s ascendancy and undoubtedly the most important in
establishing AP’s playing reputation was the acquisition in 1922 from the Albemarle and
Friern Barnet Club of LW (Len) Newman, and the arrival in 1925 of CS (Con) Davies.
The feats of these two players both up to the Second World War and for many years
beyond were simply phenomenal and their records make astonishing reading today. In his
career Len Newman amassed over 80,000 runs, 250 centuries, 20 scores of between 150
and 200, as well as 13 double centuries! His highest score was 230 made against Highgate
in 1930. In 1935 he set what was then a world record of 4,138 runs in a season, and he
topped 1,000 runs per season 40 times! Con Davies topped 64,000 runs in his long career,
including 126 centuries. His highest individual knock was an incredible 239 and his best
aggregate for a season was 3,126. On top of all this Con took over 5,000 wickets as a slow
left arm bowler by the time he retired from cricket in 1971. On one occasion he achieved
the all-rounder’s pinnacle of scoring a century and taking all ten wickets in the same
match. Together at the wicket, Len and Con represented what must surely be the best
batting pair any club could ever have had. They compiled 80 century stands, including 12
of over 200, with a highest of 272. As if that were not enough, they opened as a pair 626
times, with no run-outs!
A ‘golden age’ indeed! It is unfortunate that the deeds of these two somewhat
overshadow the performances of many fine cricketers who were their contemporaries,
but it is beyond doubt that Len and Con were the main architects of the ‘golden’
reputation AP had on the field, which was established in the twenties and continued until
quite a few years after the Second World War.
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AP History Makers . . . abroad
The exceptional epoch-making feats of Davies and Newman have not been the only
features of significant historical merit to emerge from the Racecourse Ground. A little
known fact is that AP were pioneers of cricket in France! In the very early years of the
20th century, Ernest Cawdron led the club on what has been claimed to be the first
English cricket tour of that country. The opponents in the only match were Stade
Français, a multi-sports club from Paris, and AP ran out the victors by 65 runs. The social
side of the visit was of vital importance, with sight-seeing trips, visits to Parisian cafes and
a sumptuous banquet arranged by the host club providing a highly entertaining
supplement to the cricket. The tour was repeated in later years and helped establish the
club’s touring tradition.

…and at home…
It is very likely that the Alexandra Park Kent tour is the longest standing club cricket tour
anywhere in the world and it has reached the stage where it is an institution in itself. 2012
saw the 76th tour, and when the first expedition went in 1921 to salute the hops and play
a week’s cricket, few of those pioneers could have foreseen the tour fixture list 91 years
later with Gore Court and Broadstairs still on it! The highlights of these tours - recorded
initially by typed reports and more recently by the tour magazine ‘AP Tourist’ - both on
and off the field are many, and would do justice to another booklet in themselves. But the
essence of the journey has always been excellent cricket and superb hospitality from all
the hosts. This, coupled with the security of a week so entrenched in the club’s structure,
virtually ensures a successful tour, year after year, regardless of results. In fact the tour is
now such an integral part of AP life that many members cannot recall spending the
second week in August in any other place! Such is the lure of the tour, members who
have departed or returned to live in far-flung parts of the world regularly come back from
such places as Australia, South Africa, Singapore and Thailand just to go on the Kent
Tour. Long may it continue! The current tour itinerary includes Sandwich Town, Belnor,
Dover Rangers, Gore Court, Broadstairs and Old Ruymians and these days tourists can
be seen disporting their new Tour blazers, based on the pre-war AP apparel.
One of the tour’s leading lights, both pre and post-war, Ken Hudson, was involved in
another ‘first’ for AP. He was the last secretary (joint) of what was originally a unique
organization. The winter indoor ‘net’ is an established part of the lives of many of today’s
cricketers, but in 1926 AP became ‘pioneers’ again when members formed an offshoot
called Alexandra Palace (Winter) C.C. - the first amateur club formed solely for the
purpose of fostering cricket during the winter months and later to be re-named the
Alexandra Palace Indoor Cricket Club. The club had its indoor nets in the Palace itself,
operated under its own independent constitution and was open to all cricketers regardless
of club. No less a player than Jack Hobbs (Surrey and England) was a member, and many
first class cricketers as well as club players took advantage of what was one of the finest
facilities available for winter practice. The war put an end to this innovative organization
when the nets were rendered inoperative, due to the impossibility of ‘blacking out’ the
Alexandra Palace.
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Members of the 2011 Tour pose in front of the tour bus before departing for Kent –
many clad in the new Tour blazers

Second World War and after
By the time of the club’s 50th Anniversary in 1938, Alexandra Park was a highly respected
member of the Club Cricket Conference, powerful in constitution as well as on the field,
and with a flourishing tennis section. But again war was looming! As with the previous
conflict, the club’s organizational strength was to help it carry on through the ravages of
war. Neither the exodus of around eighty members to the armed forces, nor even a
couple of V2s delivering their destructive wares to the playing area could prevent AP
fielding three Saturday sides throughout the war. It meant that any player on leave was
certain of getting a game and helped maintain a link between the pre- and post-war years.
Of course, none of this happened without a lot of hard work. Elliott Marten even gave up
his job, which would have moved him out of London, in order to continue his work for
the club.
It must have been a very proud Ernest Cawdron who was able to announce at the 60th
Anniversary dinner in 1948 that “.... we run more elevens each week than any other club
in the country”. The club was by then probably at its zenith with a ten games a week
fixture list, and its future looked assured at a time when sport of all kinds was flourishing
in the euphoria of peace time. With so many teams, selection meetings regularly went on
till midnight, and the first eleven’s playing strength was probably unequalled by that of
any other club of the day, with Len and son Doug Newman, Con Davies and such
youngsters as Jack Drake, Max Penney, Frank Crofts and Dickie Rundle, plus a plethora
of other fine players. Changes in captaincy and other offices were rare but when they did
occur the club was strong enough to take them in its stride. Stanley Brent handed over
the 1st Xl captaincy after the war to Len Newman, who held the post until Con Davies
took over in 1954. When Jack Drake succeeded Con in 1957 he was only the sixth 1st Xl
captain in the club’s history, and in 1958, when Stanley Brent became President in
succession to Ernest Cawdron, he was only the fifth holder of that office.
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1st XI – 1944

LW Newman, FB Crofts, R Score, AE Woods, FS Haynes, EGF Vincent (scorer),
JL Stewart (umpire)
M Penney, ER Holmes, SW Brent (capt), CS Davies, GL Riddell
PE Verrell, L Calderwood

1st XI – 1948
M Mellish (scorer), RI Rundle, D Solomons, JW Sturgess, HT Smith, FB Crofts, JD Hayward, JO
Whyte (umpire)
JWR Drake, CS Davies (v capt), LW Newman (capt), DL Newman, CL Scotter
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The Sixties and Seventies
The early to mid-1960s saw the first and second XI players who had done so much for
the club for many years getting older together. Skipper Jack Drake recognised the need to
blood youth. The club was fortunate to have a flourishing colts section that had nurtured
local talent and included sons and friends of club members. Age did not matter provided
the talent was recognised and from 1963 onwards a good number of colts quickly
progressed through to the 1st XI, some making their debuts at the tender ages of 15–17.
The side’s performances were naturally inconsistent as the players had steep learning
curves but Jack persevered and the policy paid dividends. A squad of 15–18 players
formed the nucleus of the side from the mid-sixties to the mid-seventies. During that
time some 75% of the players were AP bred. Having established the side and led it
through the lean times, in 1966 Jack handed over as skipper to David Edge - a fine South
African all-rounder. In 1968 the captaincy passed to Don Oakes the ex-Arsenal pro
footballer whose exceptional leadership abilities were instrumental in harnessing the
emerging talents of David Douglas, Mike Cullen, Alan Higgs, Alan Casbard, Colin
Munday, John Douglas, Ken Watkins, Graham Higgs and a number of others, as well as
probably extending the first XI careers of Angus Lennox and Ivor Clarke and cajoling
even greater efforts from Bill Bryce, Brian Roberts and Gordon Sharp.
The talent of the team was exceptional and in the days prior to the Middlesex County
League being formed, when the Evening Standard League was the guide to the strength
of all London cricket, the club finished 2nd in one year and in the top 5 for a further four
seasons. This was coupled with some excellent cup runs, the climax being an appearance
in the final of the Kemp Cup at the Oval in 1968. Unfortunately on the day the team
were outplayed and perhaps a little overawed by a very strong Hampstead side. At one
period the first XI went undefeated through 53 games over two seasons finally
succumbing to the skills of Robin Hobbs, the England leg spinner, in an end-of-season
game at Chingford.
The essence of the club at the time and particularly the 1st XI was teamwork and with
strength in depth - no fewer than 7 or 8 top class all-rounders and outstanding fielders competition for places was intense.
Mike Cullen and David Douglas were chosen for the Club Cricket Conference
representative side - both touring Australia with the Conference in 1971 and 1975
respectively. It was during this time that the talents of Mark Scott and Steve Poulter came
to everyone’s attention. They both worked unceasingly on their game, often when it was
almost pitch dark and their subsequent success at club and professional level with
Worcestershire and Middlesex respectively was a testament to their own efforts and talent
and a marvellous advertisement for Alexandra Park.
The captaincy of the 1st XI passed from Don Oakes, whose tragically early death initiated
the club’s annual award for outstanding cricket achievement, to David Douglas and then
to Colin Munday and Alan Casbard. When the side eventually broke up a number of the
players moved to County League clubs where they certainly enhanced their own
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reputations as well as those of AP. As with any era a club is only as strong as its
backroom and during that time we were indeed fortunate to be led by Elliott Marten as
President and Jack Drake - an outstanding Chairman for many years. They were
supported by Phyl, John and Jenny Henderson, Les and Vi Cullen, Bill and Hilda
Douglas, John Stewart a founder of the now-defunct Association of Cricket Umpires,
Charles Tallamy who has completed over 40 years as an umpire at the club, Dorothy and
Jim Long, John Heale, Angus and Brenda Lennox, Barbara and Stan Partridge (who did a
fine stint as Cricket Chairman from 1974 to 1981) and Freddie Withall, later a proud
winner of the Don Oakes Award for achieving his maiden century at the age of 64.
A number of stalwarts started their careers in the sixties and the club has been extremely
fortunate that they have dedicated so much of their time to the administration and
running of the club and guided it through the difficult times in the eighties and nineties.
Alan Drake and Nigel Grimes who have held many executive positions but most notably
as Chairman and Secretary respectively, have been stalwart servants. Chris Wilson, who
has served the Umpires Association and the Middlesex leagues with distinction and the
club in many capacities, including Secretary, Chairman and President, arrived from
Lancashire as a “tearaway” fast bowler in 1962. Herbie Rowley, who ran the Ground and
House committees for more than for 20 years and, completing an enormous amount of
the work himself, still gives unstinting support. Current President and former Chairman,
Bryan King, who first played colts cricket for AP in 1959, is still playing both cricket and
football for the club over 50 years later.

1st XI – 1972
AJ Lennox, DM Douglas, WA Bryce, AR Hornsby, DJ Oakes,
G Davies, AK Higgs, CR Munday (capt), ME Cullen, G Higgs, R Grindley
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Newsletter
Prior to 1964 players learned of their selection by means of a weekly individual
laboriously hand-written postcard. George Dickson and Chris Wilson changed all of that
when they began an AP institution, known as the newsletter or broadsheet. This
improved communication enormously, with players able to find out the selected players in
all teams, as well as topical news and other information. For many years, Jenny Wilson
and Barbara Partridge worked assiduously in producing the newsletter, when the typing
and printing of the day made it a very labour intensive task. On their “retirement” it
continued in a slightly truncated form until the advent of electronic communication.
These days the newsletter is circulated widely by email, with the club website, Twitter and
Facebook also used as communication media.

The Racecourse
Once there actually was a racecourse around the club’s playing area. It was very small by
racecourse standards, but regularly attracted big attendances to up to ten evening
meetings a year. During race days, access to the club for members was curtailed, so
cricket or tennis and horse racing never operated simultaneously. Access to the ground on
other days was by means of a ‘pontoon’ bridge across the course, with cars being parked
just off the service road with beer and other supplies being manhandled over the bridge.
For many years, lighting in the pavilion was provided by gas mantles before in the early
1960s a generator provided electric power. Connection to mains electricity did not arrive
until the demise of horse racing, after which a road was laid across the grass track
providing the access the club has today. The final race meeting at ‘Ally Pally’ Racecourse
took place on September 8th, 1970 after which the Jockey Club would not renew the
licence as the track was perceived as being dangerous due to tight bends. As a
consequence, long-standing lessee and operator of the Racecourse, Messrs Pratt and
Company, departed the scene leaving cricket and tennis at the ground potentially
vulnerable.

Tennis Section – rise and demise
Many current members will be unaware that the club once had a flourishing tennis
section. It was formed in 1906, following the club’s move to the Racecourse, initially “for
the benefit of the wives of cricket members”. An influx of tennis players prompted the
club to be renamed the Alexandra Park Cricket and Tennis Club. In 1921 the word
‘Lawn’ was introduced to the name.
For seven years the tennis members ran their own affairs. Then in 1913 the tennis captain
became a member of the general committee. From the following season, a permanent
tennis sub-committee was established with provision for three of its members to serve on
the club’s general committee, thus integrating the tennis section into the parent club.
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Among the playing conditions were requirements for players to wear white or cream
tennis costumes; for players to retire at the close of a set if others were waiting to play
and for no tennis to be played during the cricket matches on Thursday and Saturday
afternoon (this last restriction was very soon removed). Restrictions on use applied when
racing was taking place and when evening race meetings started in 1955, the cricket and
tennis ground was closed to members throughout the whole day.
Through most of the Second World War the men’s tennis captain was WS (Bill) Fone
who interestingly was created an Honorary Member of the Marylebone Cricket Club in
1982 recognising his services with the MCC’s auditors, Saffery Champness. The Tennis
Club thrived for many years with such stalwarts as Lilie May, Eric and Jean Grimes,
Arthur and Freda Jerwood, Audrey Drake, the Magills, the Pearces and many others.
Most of the lady members contributed their services to providing cricket teas! The tennis
pavilion was lost to fire in 1960 but tennis continued to be well supported. Various
circumstances impacted on its eventual demise. The much-loved three grass courts were
given over to football at the time of the club’s amalgamation with the Alexandra Park
Football Club in 1972. Members began to drift away. At the time of the devastating fire in
November 1975 that destroyed the main pavilion three shale courts remained in limited
use. The decision was made to place a temporary prefabricated building on these courts
(the only flat space available) to provide something of a home base for cricket and
football. Attempts to keep tennis going continued for several years thereafter but, with
little to offer potential members, these were essentially doomed to failure.

Amalgamation and League Cricket
The amalgamation in 1972 of Alexandra Park FC - whose members relinquished a less
than satisfactory ground in another part of the park - with the cricket and tennis club
strengthened both clubs. The Greater London Council, which then had responsibility for
the Palace and Park, were happy to grant a lease at the Racecourse ground for the
combined club, to be known as the Alexandra Park Club. The amalgamation provided a
constitutional link which had existed in spirit for many years and things were looking
good.
On November 11th, 1975, however, fire struck after a recent extension and
refurbishment, leaving the building in ashes and thus destroying many irreplaceable
scorebooks and photographs. Temporary changing facilities and the use of a local pub for
post-match rituals saw the club through two seasons, while in the meantime an enormous
effort from the recently combined football and cricket sections enabled a new pavilion,
designed by AP cricketer and footballer Ron Scott, to be erected and officially opened on
August 21st, 1977.
Towards the end of the seventies AP’s strength on the cricket field was slowly waning.
Society was providing other opportunities for potential cricketers to spend their leisure
hours, and fewer AP elevens were being fielded weekly. With the advent of league cricket
in the early 1970s, and the club’s failure to become a member of the newly-formed
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Middlesex County League, the club were increasingly looking further afield for fixtures.
Tring Park, Hitchin and Bedford were becoming regular ports of call.
Entry into the Middlesex Cricketers League followed in 1979, but team performances
were disappointing in the following years. Nevertheless, the tradition for unearthing
outstanding individual players continued with the likes of Steve Poulter and Mark Scott
eventually developing into county cricketers. Former colts Terry White and Paul Jackson,
a future club secretary, also made their debuts in the 1970s.

Eighties and onwards
The early eighties saw the arrival of John Cox, one of the best club off spinners in the
country at the time and a CCC Australian tourist whilst a player with Shepherds Bush and
Paddington. John decided the time was right to re-join AP- the club of his youth - and
during his captaincy in 1982 and 1983 another good AP 1s t XI developed, including Alan
Drake (a future 1s t XI skipper), Bryan King, Kevin Beauchamp, David Scholefield, Bill
Bryce, Paul Jackson and Harry Jeganathan – one of the most stylish batsmen in AP’s
history.

1st XI – 1983
CW Tallamy (umpire), AJ Drake, BS King, KV Beauchamp, A Silman, R Rigby, M Duval,
Mrs S Cox (scorer)
DWJ Scholefield, WA Bryce, JW Cox (capt), PW Jackson, H Jeganathan

1st XI progress was made in the late 1980s under the leadership of Alan Drake and then
in the early 1990s under Tim Haydon, but just at the point when the club was picking
itself up by its cricket bootstraps, a repeat of the catastrophe of sixteen years previously
put a serious brake on progress. Another fire – this one on 9th February, 1992 - razed the
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entire pavilion to the ground. With the experience of the 1975 fire to call on, the club
wisely decided to invest in a pavilion as near as possible fire and burglar proof. A solid
brick structure, with metal shutters protecting the front verandah area, it took on a ‘Fort
Knox’ appearance when shuttered and bolted, but very much a cricket pavilion when
opened officially on 5th September, 1993. Club secretary, Nigel Grimes was the driving
force behind the project, which utilised a design drawn up by his father Eric. The pavilion
was ready for use in time for the Middlesex Ibex Cup match at home to Richmond on
Saturday, 5th June, 1993.

1st XI – 1993
(at Pinner, immediately after winning promotion to the Middlesex Championship 1st Division)
CWG Wilson (umpire) J Chamberlain, C Fletcher, K Chamberlain, A Chamberlain, A Simmonds
PW Jackson, AK Ghoshal, E Hasan, BS King, T Haydon (capt), A Bawa (v capt)

The sheer euphoria and confidence which seeped through the club by having a wonderful
new home had a positive effect on the 1st XI who, skippered by Tim Haydon, went on to
win promotion to the First Division of the Middlesex Championship in 1993 on the final
day of the season at Pinner. The side included players like the Chamberlain brothers,
Kevin and Alan and their cousin John Chamberlain. These three added all-round strength
to the team as did Ahmed Bawa. Prolific Australian batsman, Tony Simmonds, and the
elegant stroke play of Richard Lewandowski bolstered the team’s power with the bat.
Victor Wickeramasinghe mesmerised batsmen with his naggingly accurate left armers and
the stage looked set for a bright future.
In 1994, Amlan Ghoshal’s 1st XI went through the season undefeated in the Middlesex
Championship 1st Division, but too many drawn games meant there was to be no
championship that year.
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However, injury and availability problems during the following season prevented the side
from maintaining their 1994 standard and as a consequence they were relegated to the
Second Division.

Champions – twice!
The core of the side remained, however, and by 1996, with the addition of Erol Hasan
and two youngsters, Anthony Shaw and Alistair Wilson, achieved promotion back to the
First Division under the leadership of Alan Chamberlain, newly returned from a period in
Australia. Fortunately, Alan’s contacts with Sydney University led to a young batsman/leg
spinner – Haydon Smith joining the club and scoring many runs that season.
Back in the top-flight, the team went from strength to strength. The acquisition of prolific
opening batsman Ajit Sumanasekera from Old Phoenicians provided extra runs which,
along with fine bowling, strengthened by off spinner Dash Goonawardena, enabled the
1st XI to win the Middlesex Championship First Division. Unfortunately, winning the
league did not bring about automatic promotion to the Middlesex County League in those
days, which was unfortunate because the side had the strength to have caused problems
for the best clubs in the county.

1st XI – 1996
Champions Middlesex Championship Division 2
AJ Shaw, H Jeganathan, ANG Wilson, R Lewandowski, J Chamberlain, H Smith, V Wickeramasinghe
PW Jackson, BS King, A Chamberlain (capt), E Hasan
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Pavilions of Splendour
Since our arrival at the Racecourse Ground in 1906, we have had three cricket pavilions.
The first and grandest was the famous wooden Victorian structure which was almost
certainly in existence on 16th June, 1873 – just a week after the original Palace itself was
destroyed by fire - when 22 players representing Alexandra Palace played a 3 day match
against a United South of England XI, captained by W G Grace, containing his brother G
F Grace and the famous J Lilywhite. The result was a victory for the Alexandra Palace
XXII by 10 wickets. This pavilion lasted until 1975, when fire struck again.

The Racecourse Ground circa 1880 (courtesy of Bruce Castle Museum).
The men enjoy their game watched by their ladies wearing long dresses.

Another wicket falls
An emotive scene showing the old Victorian pavilion - our home from 1906 to 1975 - probably
during the late nineteen forties, with a very large crowd in attendance.
The old tennis pavilion can be seen on the left.
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The pavilion, designed by Ron Scott, which served us well from 1977 to 1992.

A ball is delivered from the Hornsey end in front of the ‘Fort Knox’ pavilion.
An electronic scoreboard has since been installed.
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21st Century
During the early years of the new millennium the 1 st XI had a tendency to yoyo between
the top two divisions, but a memorable Second Division Championship in 2003, with
Chris Bennett at the helm, brightened up the early part of the decade. With Damian
Devola from Melbourne hammering the ball to all parts, the team won the division with
style.

1ST XI – 2003
Champions Middlesex Championship Division 2
S Norton, N Lankester, D Devola, D Donovan, D Egidi, T Sameen
M McGowan, AJ Shaw (v capt), CJ Bennett (capt), N Bagley, F Mohammed

Not to be outdone, in 2005, the 3rd XI, skippered by Randolph Reid and helped by
veterans Bryan King, John Freestone and Erol Hasan, plus the spin of Dan Buckley, the
pace of Dan Palmer and the all-round power of Shazad Haji won the top division of the
1987 League, following an agonising wait for the final results to come in on the last
Saturday of the season. Again, an AP side was unlucky not to be promoted to the
Middlesex County League, as automatic promotion started the following year!
In 2002, a 4th XI was entered into the lower divisions of the 1987 and a superb job they
made of it over the next few years. With repeated promotions the team reached the 2 nd
Division – a wonderful achievement for the 4th XI, captained throughout the promotion
years by Amit Bose.
Having been relegated in 2005, the 1st XI, captained by Derick Cordy won the Second
Division Championship again in 2011. During the same period the 2 nd XI almost
mirrored the first team, in their propensity for repeatedly changing divisions. Under
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Victor Wickeramasinghe, they were promoted to Division 1. Following a relegation in
2004, the 2nd XI were promoted back into the top flight in 2012, skippered by Anthony
Shaw.

1st XI – 2011
Champions Division 2 Middlesex Championship
J de Kock, R Kirton, T Dyer, A Cullen, S Patel, I Ahmed
M Grover, ANG Wilson, DN Cordy, N Bagley, D Kuweja

The traditional strength of the colts feeding through into the adult sides - a feature of the
club in the fifties and sixties and fostered by Ken Higgs in the seventies - was continued
through the managerships of Jim Taylor and Peter Bawa in the eighties. In recent years
the baton has been picked up by Carol Liang and her team of helpers, who are currently
building up colts numbers and instilling in them a wonderful team spirit, which bodes
well for the future.
Carol also started a women’s cricket team in 2006. It flourished for four seasons before
gradually losing players and folding in 2009. During its brief history it featured a number
of fine players, including Nicola Wilson, who batted and bowled off spinners very well,
Stephanie Mindel, good with the bat and the wicket keeping gloves. Charlotte Kettle was
an attacking opening bowler and Sophie Geddard (an outstanding skipper) and Nicola
shared a stand of 178 in 20 overs against Underhill. The team competed in the North
London Women’s Cricket League, becoming inaugural champions in 2006. Carol hopes
to re-launch the women’s section in the not-too-distant future.
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In 1988 - the year of our centenary - the club was faced with the challenge of survival
during a period when membership of cricket clubs generally was on the decrease. Club
spirit coupled with membership and administrative longevity, which had seen us through
our first hundred years, continued to serve us well up to and beyond the turn of the
century. Many long-standing servants of the club have been mentioned already, but to
these we can add MB (Dusty) Miller, another long-serving player and administrator,
whose service in financial administration was a bonus for the club during those difficult
later years of the last century. Nigel Bagley and Dave Cattell, both prolific wicket takers,
have also made valuable administrative contributions in a variety of roles, as has John
Freestone and Randolph Reid. Today, however, we are reaping the benefit of the hard
work put in by so many over the last 25 years. Membership is increasing and though
Sunday cricket has declined at club level everywhere, we are expecting to field five sides
this season on most Saturdays and two on some Sundays. Our hospitality is second to
none in an era when post-match socialisation is disappearing. For much of this we owe a
debt of gratitude to Nigel Grimes whose standards of bar management are legendary.
Recent negotiations with Haringey Council have resulted in funds being made available to
improve the drainage on the Racecourse Ground. This work is expected to be completed
during the weeks following the end of this cricket season and we look forward hopefully
to a time when inclement weather has far less of an influence on our fixture list.
In the Centenary booklet, we quoted the words of CJ Tolfree during his speech at the 60 th
Anniversary dinner in 1948. His words deserve a re-reading:“Cricket will be played in Alexandra Park until the end of history and the club will go on
from strength to strength as generation follows generation.”
It is safe to say that during the last 25 years this bold declaration made just after the
Second World War has continued to hold good. Although it will require a lot of
continued hard work from members, we are certain that as we embark on our journey
towards 150 years we can continue to make Mr Tolfree’s prediction a realistic one.

Bryan King, May 2013
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The 125th Anniversary Fixtures
Alexandra Park CC v MCC – Thursday, 30th May, 2013

Following the honour 25 years ago of entertaining the MCC during our Centenary
celebrations, our pleasure at repeating the fixture during our 125 th Anniversary year is
heightened further. We at Alexandra Park recognise the unique and supreme position of
the MCC as the sport’s chief gospel spreader. Formed in 1787, when cricket was in its
infancy, the Marylebone Cricket Club acquired strength and respect so quickly that within
a year it had taken on the responsibilities of law-maker and controller of the game.
Though not retaining the entire range of administrative powers of earlier years, it remains
the largest and most influential single cricket club in the world. That influence is well
established at AP with several of our members also being members of the MCC. Today,
MCC's role is very relevant to the modern cricketing world. From guarding the
game's laws to safeguarding its spirit, and from promoting cricket to young
people to looking after Lord's, MCC is committed to the good of the game. We are proud
once again to be hosts to the MCC and extend a warm welcome to its players and
members.

Alexandra Park CC v Club Cricket Conference – Thursday, 20th June 2013

In 1915, Alexandra Park, along with 23 other clubs, got together and became the original
membership of what was then called the London Club Cricket Conference. Its main role
was to help clubs with their fixture lists during the First World War. Times have moved
on considerably since those days for today’s Club Cricket Conference. The modern-day
organisation is helping the ECB to further the cause of recreational cricket and, above all,
to increase the number of adult players. The CCC these days works on initiatives to
heighten interest in club cricket and maximise ground usage. The traditional work on
behalf of 1,000 member clubs and leagues remains the fixture bureau, the handbook,
organising two tiers of inter-league competition, setting up tours and arranging highquality representative matches.
During our long association with the Conference, several of our players have turned out
for the CCC representative elevens, perhaps the most notable performance being Len
Newman’s 133 against the New Zealand tourists in 1927. Len went on to become CCC
President in 1953/54 and Con Davies held the same high office in 1961/62. As a club we
are proud to have been members of this fine organization since its inception and heartily
welcome its representatives to the Racecourse Ground for this fixture.

Alexandra Park CC v 1987 Cricket League – Wednesday, 3rd July, 2013

For 26 years the 1987 Cricket League has been very successful in providing league cricket
for clubs with sides of 3rd, 4th and 5th XI standard. Our own 3rd XI and 4th XI have been
members of the league since 1993 and 2002 respectively, with the 3rd XI winning the top
division in 2005. The league also has a full programme of representative fixtures, which
has included Alexandra Park for many seasons. This year’s match is officially designated a
125th Anniversary fixture and again we welcome the players and officials to the
Racecourse Ground.
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1st XI Captains
1896:

E A Cawdron

1982-1983:

J W Cox

1897-1900:

J W Lock

1984-1990:

A J Drake

1901-1928

EA Cawdron

1991-1993:

T L Haydon

1929-1945:

S W Brent

1994-1995:

A K Ghoshal

1946-1953:

L W Newman

1996-1997:

A Chamberlain

1954-1956:

C S Davies

1998:

E Hasan

1957-1965:

J W R Drake

1999:

S Cox

1966-1967:

D J Edge

2000:

V Gunawardena

1968-1971:

D J Oakes

2001-2003:

C J Bennett

1972:

C R Munday

2004:

B Cholmondeley-Smith

1973-1976:

D M Douglas

2005:

A J Shaw

1977-1979:

A Casbard

2006-2008:

T Sameem

1980:

C R Munday

2009-present: D Cordy

1981:

M E Cullen
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Chairmen of Cricket
Prior to 1932, there was no elected chairman of cricket.
1932-1940:

G B Garnham

1941-1945:

No Chairman

1946-1952:

G B Garnham

1953-1954:

No Chairman

1955-1960:

W S W Fone

1961:

No Chairman

1962-1966:

C E Marten

1967-1971:

J W R Drake

1972:

No Chairman

1973:

C E Marten

1974-1981:

S E F Partridge

1982-1994:

C W G Wilson

1995-1996:

B S King

1997-1999:

H Lewis

2000-2006:

D Cattell

2007-2009:

A J Drake

2010-present:

A N G Wilson
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Presidents of The Alexandra Park Cricket Club
1896-1899:

J Leake

1899-1903:

Sir R D M Littler

1903-1932:

W F Bradshaw

1932-1958:

E A Cawdron

1958-1964:

S W Brent

1964-1966:

C S Davies

1967-1972:

C E Marten

In 1972 APCC & LTC joined APFC to form The Alexandra Park Club
1972-1975:

T W D Byford

1975-1995:

J W R Drake

1995-2007:

C W G Wilson

2007-2011:

J R Bruscini

2011-present:

B S King
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